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The great thing about AbbeyPost Made to Measure clothes is that they’re

made to fit you. You don’t have to worry about figuring out a meaningless

numbering system (http://abbeypost.com/blog/plus-size/), or wonder if we’ll

be out of your size. All you have to do is tell us your measurements, so we

can make clothes that are YOU sized. For pants
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(http://abbeypost.com/shop/pants), we

need your rise measurement and your

inseam measurement to make sure

they fit you perfectly.

We’ve already discussed how to take

your bust, waist and hip measurements

(http://abbeypost.com/blog/take-your-

measurements-abbeypost-dress/). We

still need your waist and hip

measurement for your AbbeyPost

Made to Measure Pants. This video will

give you a quick refresher on how to take those measurements.

To take your rise and inseam measurements, you’ll need a pair of pants that

fits you properly and hits you at your natural waist. You’ll also need a

measuring tape, and a paper and pencil to write down your measurements

before you forget them.

How to Take Your Rise Measurement
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Rise is the distance between the bottom of your crotch and your waist. Your

rise measurement lets us make your AbbeyPost Made to Measure pants fit

your tummy and your booty perfectly, so you don’t have cameltoe

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Camel_toe) or droopy MC Hammer pants

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hammer_pants).

To take your rise measurement, place your pants on flat surface, like a table,

floor or ironing board. If your pants have a fly, button and zip it closed. Find

the bottom of the pants’ crotch, right where the inseams come together.

Then measure the front of the pants from the bottom of the crotch to the top

of the waistband.

It’s important to measure pants that hit you at your natural waist, since that’s

where your AbbeyPost pants will hit you. If you measure high-waisted or low-

rise pants, the measurement will be off and your pants won’t fit correctly.

How to Take Your Inseam
Measurement
To take your inseam measurement, you’re going to start at the bottom of the

crotch, like you did when measuring your rise. But this time, you’re going to

measure in the opposite direction. Place your measuring tape along the

inseam all the way down to the bottom of the cuff.

Measure pants that go down to your ankle, even if you’re ordering the

Selena culottes (http://abbeypost.com/shop/pants/selena.html). We’ll

calculate the proper length based on your full inseam.

If you’re short and roll up your pants instead of having them shortened, then

keep them rolled up while you measure. Otherwise, your AbbeyPost pants

will be too long.

That’s it!
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Now that you have your rise measurement and inseam measurement, you

can order AbbeyPost Made to Measure pants. Maybe you’ll want the Tanya

straight leg pants (http://abbeypost.com/shop/pants/tanya-black.html). Or

maybe you’ll try the Melissa leggings

(http://abbeypost.com/shop/pants/melissa.html). Or maybe you’ll go crazy for

the Sophia palazzo pants (http://abbeypost.com/shop/pants/sophia.html).

Either way, now you can be sure they’ll fit you perfectly. Which is what we’re

all about.
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